More Able Bulletin – Ideas to get you thinking…
Oxplore – The home of big questions
Each week I will pose a question and provide you
with some extra research to help you think about
your answer to that question.
It’s just to getting you thinking bigger – consider
more, open your mind to new ideas, opinions and
concepts.
You don’t need to do anything more than think
about your answer, or you could investigate
further…

Is the internet bad?
Click here to investigate further.

Riddles to make you think…
Which is die completes the set?

What can you break, even if you never pick it up
or touch it?
The more of this there is, the less you see. What
is it?

Email answers to – l.cotham@burford.oxon.sch.uk

Opportunities coming your way at school…
 TedEd Club this will be relaunching and open for any interested
students in Years 7 to 9.
‘The TED-Ed Student Talks Program supports students as they discover,
explore and present their big ideas in the form of short, TED-style talks.’
Sessions will start on Tuesday 19th October at 3.15pm in Room 16
I hope to see you all there!
 Puzzle Club
A new weekly club run on a Wednesday lunchtime in Room 16 for any students in Years 7 to 11 who want to
learn how to engage their problem solving skills in a fun way by playing a wide range of games and completing
puzzles with their friends.
Bring your lunch and a friend and find out more. The first session will be on Wednesday 22nd September,
1.20pm, Room 16.

Opportunities from Oxford University…
Oxford from the Inside is a podcast and social media platform created and managed by students at the
University of Oxford studying a range of subjects in a range of year groups. Our podcast episodes include advice
for any potential applicants to Oxbridge and to university in general; covering personal statements,
university interviews and providing information from a broad variety of perspectives on life at
University. Check out their offer here, or see some Personal Statement advice on their YouTube channel here.
Springboard is a new series of super-curricular videos and resources aimed at Year 11s and Sixth Formers.
They have been organised by our colleagues at Oxford for East England, and are open to all. There are more
videos being added all the time, on a huge variety of topics, from photographs to flowers, sleep to
reading. Check them out here!
Take part in our Virtual Open Day on Friday 17 September to hear from our expert tutors
and discover what (and how!) you would study as an undergraduate at Oxford.

